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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the correlations between knee/ankle isokinetic peak torque (PT) and lower extremity
functional activities in elders. Twenty elders volunteered to participant. The isokinetic PT was evaluated in knee
flexion/extension at 60/180 degrees per seconds (°/s) and ankle plantar/dorsi-flexion at 60 degrees per seconds. Pearson
production correlation analysis was used to examine the relationships isokinetic strength and functional activity performance.
The results showed that 30 seconds sit-and-up has significant correlation with the 60 °/s knee flexion/extension PT. In addition,
6 meters up-and-go has significant correlation with the 60 °/s knee extension PT. However, no significant correlations between
6 minutes walk and each knee or ankle PT. This study demonstrated that the performance of 30 seconds sit-and-up has strong
relationship with the lower extremities strength PT in elders.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of different foot insoles on athletic performance while performing
cutting movements and a sudden stop-jump movement. Two male athletes age 22±2 yrs, height 173±3 cm, weight 67±4 kg
with the same shoe size of (Size: US 9) participated in this investigation. The subjects were then asked to perform cutting
movements combined with a sudden stop immediately followed by a jump. Testing parameters consisted of two conditions the
first condition used a normal foot insoles; the second used a self adhesive insole with  special developed socks to increase the
friction between the foot and shoe. One force platform（1000Hz, AMTI, USA）was used to collect ground reaction forces
(GRF), Acq Knowledge 3.8.1 was used to analyze data. Results indicated that subjects performed the cutting movement and
sudden stop-jump quicker wearing the shoes with self adhesive insoles. A possible reason for the increased performance is the
adherence insole socks increased traction allowing for better reaction times.
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